Weathersby, Cora-Lisa
Collier, Katherine
Tuesday, November 20, 2018
Weathersby, Cora-Lisa
Fwd: boil notice

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
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PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION-

Sent from my iPhone

18-AO-036

Begin forwarded message:

From: Brandon Presley <brandonepreslev@gmail.com>
Date: November 20, 2018 at 11:17:18 AM CST
To: Katherine Collier <katherine.collier@psc.state.ms.us>
Subject: Fwd: boil notice
Please

-

include

in

the record of the Punkin Water

case.

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Pat Lincoln" <patlincoln49@gmail.com>
Date: November 20, 2018 at 10:58:11 AM CST

<morgan.brenda60@yahoo.com>
To: "Max Hill" <maxhilI38655@gmail.com>, "'Brenda Morgan'"
Cc:<brandonepresley@gmail.com>
Subject: boil notice
SINCE LAST WEEK!. She said
just called.the department of health. There is a boil notice for houses on CR 2003 (? how many)thought that was the purpose of our website to
it is up to PWA to notify how? Were these families notified? Who knows
communicate with membership.
Any way two samples were taken but due to courier issues the samples arrived late.
Two samples were taken yesterday-results will be at 10 am tomorrow.
So has anyone notified this area that they are still on a boil notice?
members. What is the point of our website?
see nothing on the webpage notifying these individuals-or alerting the PWA
complaints -that is a long time for
HOW DO WE KNOW PEOPLE WERE CONTACTED? You would think there would be more
people boiling water without any updates?
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just one example and if someone had not reached out to concerned citizens nothing would have
happened. Concerned citizens alerted Thomas Adams and the ball started rolling. Davis knew and did nothing. Thomas was
very lenient on Adams Like asked last week, where is our support from PSC? This is just one example of how the ORDER by
PSC to have an alert system and website to keep PWA owners notified is NOT BEING DONE.
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